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CONTAINER IMPORT AT THE PORT:
In the the last few months between July  and End of Sep of many things have happened including the following:

July-October-2015 News-Letter

DONATIONS
First we would like to take this opprtunity to that the following people and companies for all your generous 
contribution in kind, moral support and in various aspects of help or support you gave to us including that of 
goods, equipment and in monetary means. 

We thank you Jeroen van Neil of the Omroep Boek, thank you.  Rob, Jan, Jacqueline, Mark, Pascal, Valentine, 
Harm and the entire Datavideo Family-Holland Thank you. Also thank you to Jack of Data-video Taiwan. Thank 
you Wendela Dijckmeester, Hans Groot, Karijn Aussems and the SGH board. The Herie boederij thank you. 
Frank Kerkhoven&Family thank you, Van Pel of Flash-Light-Utrecht. thank you. Noyz-Boyz,Tjrek, Tom and Pas-
cal thank you. Thank you Camalot, Philippe, Barnd, Hans and the rest of the Camalots, Egripment, Constant, 
Richard, Philippe, Anja, Vinnie and all the Egripment boyz-thank you. Thank you Joop, Andrey Fred and the 
Vocas-Family/ Hilversum. Thank you Canon-Holland. Thank you Roy Voortman and Family. Thank you Jan van 
de Riet and colleagues Sennheiser Benelux. Menno Brouwer Sony Benelux, Sony Europe Limited Thank you.

CLEARING /LOADING & TRANSPORTING THE CONTAINER TO NAIROBI.
We thank Mr. Wilfred and Joshua Oluga who helped dus in clearing the same from the port. We thank Bayusu 
himseld and Mohamood, the driver and turn boy all of Bayusuf and Sons Transporters who gave us a low price 
to transport the same from Mombasa to our school in Nairobi. The off-loading of the same in Nairobi was done 
by some of our students and we thank them as well.

Thank you United4all, Bolke, Wouter, Foppe, Tijmen & De uitgifter jongens, Leo, Maarten, Piet & Co, Dick Siv-
inga and all my friends and colleagues at United. Thank you. Van Fliet trucks thank you. Thank you Matteijsen, 
Rolland, Silvio. Thank you Willem Groenewoud, ROC van Amsterdam. Thank you Light Macht, Bart, Dan, Tijmen. 
Thank you Dutchview, Wander, Marko Pos, Marko Jensen, Marko K, Derick Aukema/ family, Miriam and the rest of 
the DutchView guys. Thank you AV-Suppersales, Dick and your guys. Amber of the 1% Club/Cheater fund Thank 
you . Van-Dalen-Hiversum, Rene and Hugo Frets Thank you. Thank you Erick Owor& Anita Beka, and Thank 
you Mike our friend. Thank you Monique&Robert Berger and family Utrecht. Thank you Bert Hoiting Zee wolder. 
Rob/Pat Ijs Brandy and family Losdrechcht. Thank you Guido Vredmans colleagues and family. Esther wageni-
wengi na bwana yako na mutoto- Thank you Utrecht. Thank you Angeligue/Joep Thank you, Roel and family 
and Girlfriend, Thank you all. Quirien de Leo Den-Haag. Thank you Bert Seter H”sum. Thank you Ron (000) Van 
der Lugt,Anja& Leo VD lught, and Family A’dam. Lia van de Lugt Thank you. Mark and Loes Landkroon Thank 
you. Tim op Velders Thank you And last but not least Thank you Mariëtte Kortenray and No.1 Johan Kortenray 

Thank you all.
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SHIPPING
Then we would like to thank RTM.OceanExport, Aramex,  Mrs Cilla Kraan, Cees Ketting, who offered Rob for 
us a reasonable price for shipping our container. We thank you all who whre involved in shiping the same.

LOADING IN HOLLAND
We then we take this opportunity to thank the Holland Loading Boys (We did not get to know who they were) 
but thank you. Richard, Philippe, Vinnie etc and Mr. C.A. Tresfon  all from Egripment for giving us his place for 
storing and loading the same.

CLASS-TRAINING:
As per our last letter to you, our class still continues and we are still on the right track with teaching and 
training the youth as our core and main business and or objective, as seen in these pictures.  There are many 
challenges that keep on bombadding us. We have gone through the hardest part and we believe that we are 
almost at the peak. Thereafter we hope to start sliding down more easily than now when we are still climbing.
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EFP-TRAINING:
We have been training outside on the job training and also in 
the studio in EFP with for example doing interviews and puting 
our students to do various tasks and or disciplines. This they 
liked very much because thet test each discipline and get the 
real fell of it. This is challenging but very interestting. 

Brian

https://youtu.be/qd8gepZVsYAo

https://plus.google.
com/110529949679190417181/
posts/G43APUANK4F

Alex

https://youtu.be/_b6ar2XGJcM

https://plus.google.
com/110529949679190417181/

posts/Mpvk1SGhXuH

Richard

https://youtu.be/5FxqVOTJcgo

https://plus.google.
com/110529949679190417181/

posts/hsUmAoPpnwA

Ruth

https://youtu.be/69wQTSkuex8

https://plus.google.
com/110529949679190417181/
posts/hsUmAoPpnwA

Some of the top students that are working very hard to learn many this include  the following: 
Alex, Brian, Richard and Ruth. You can watch some of their clips on the following link:-

Potential Students
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FUTURE TRAING PROJECT: 
As we start to embark on a journey of becoming self supporting financially, we have started working on posi-
bilities. We are looking for a possibility to start our tv show. We are in the research and trial/pilot. At the same 
time for our student we have started doing short and small clips also to support other micro institutions as 
seen here for Seed Academy. (Please follow this link)

FOCUS AND MAIN OBJECTIVE STILL GOES ON:
However no matter the direction of the wind, no matter the weather and no mater the hight of the waves, the 
training still continues here at school and also in the field to equip these young people a carreer and a better 
future as seen in these pictures.

Seeds donation:
https://youtu.be/820omXDJj70

https://plus.google.com/110529949679190417181/posts/cJ1hH-
nur3n6


